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ABSTRACT 

On the steady search for advanced materials with tailored properties and novel functions, high-
throughput screening is a new branch of materials research. For successfully exploring the chemical 
compound space from a computational point of view, two aspects are crucial. These are reliable 
methodologies to accurately describe all relevant properties for all materials on the same footing, and 
new concepts for getting insight into the materials data that are produced since many years with an 
exponential growth rate.  

The purpose of the “Novel Materials Discovery (NOMAD) Laboratory” – a European Centre of 
Excellence (CoE) [1] - is to enable and establish such new concepts. The key goals of NOMAD are 
the development of a Materials Encyclopedia and Big-Data Analytics tools for materials science and 
engineering.  

The NOMAD Repository [2], in turn, represents the ideal starting point for this endeavour. It is 
unique in the sense that it is the only database that accepts (and requests) all input and output files of 
computations produced by any of the popular codes that are used in computational materials science. 
Considering that there are about 30 significant codes, the data structures within the Repository are 
too heterogeneous to be directly usable for the goals of the NOMAD Laboratory. Also, at this point, 
no widely accepted formats, metadata, and compression algorithms exist for computational materials 
science.  

In this talk, I will discuss our concepts for tackling big data of materials science. I will first introduce 
the NOMAD Repository. Then, I will present the NOMAD CoE, and the main ideas behind the 
Materials Encyclopedia and the development of big-data analytics tools for materials science. In this 
context, I will sketch the formats, metadata, and compression concepts which have been worked out 
within the NOMAD project. I will also detail crucial aspects for creating a code-independent 
database, regarding employed units, reference zero-baselines for energies, and standards regarding 
electronic band structures, vibrational properties, and quantities from GW and spectroscopy 
calculations.  
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